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Get Social is an easy read for the nontechie to understand the fabric, characteristics, usefulness, and pitfalls of various social media formats. I can see clearly which media types match my personal, professional, and practice assets. No, you cannot find me on Twitter! Get Social is a hip, empowering guide for the not-so-hip doctor to enter social media.

Eric Weidmann, MD
Austin, TX

Unfold the map and get started! This book is primarily for physicians who have no professional experience using social media. It offers you a road map for that first drive onto the side streets, boulevards, and highways of Twitter, blogland, Facebook, and the like. It’s about you and your practice and your patients — and how you can make these tools help you do a better job of building your practice and your reputation and caring for your patients. It’s about putting your practice on the social media map while avoiding HIPAA potholes and other detours.

Doctors and practices that already have begun the trip and are looking to improve their social media mileage are welcome to join along!